Immune microenvironmental shift along human colorectal adenoma-carcinoma sequence: is it relevant to tumor development, biomarkers and biotherapeutic targets?
Human colorectal carcinoma (CRC) is one of the leading cancers. Every year, the WHO estimates a total of 945,000 new CRC cases, with 492,000 deaths worldwide. Most CRCs arise from the main premalignant lesion, colorectal adenomas, and the progression of colorectal adenoma to CRCs may take a long-term time course. The development of human CRCs is not only determined by the adenomatous cells, but also by the interaction between adenomatous cells and host immune environment. In response to tumor initiation or invasion, many inflammatory cells and components will be inevitably activated and form an inflammatory microenvironment surrounding the CRC tumors. Accumulative evidence has revealed that inflammatory response plays a key role in the development of human CRCs by implicating in many aspects including in determining the microenvironmental immune function shift from immunosurveillance to immunosuppression and significantly influences the progression of precancerous lesions to cancers. In this review, the functional changes of immune microenvironment from precancerous stage (adenoma) to cancer stage are summarized, and their potential as predictive biomarkers and biotherapeutic significance in preventing the development of CRCs are discussed.